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ABSTRACT
Meetings are a necessary part of the operations of any institution, whether they are held online or in-person. However, meeting transcription and summarization are always painful requirements since they involve tedious human effort. This drives the need for automatic meeting transcription and summarization (AMTS) systems. A successful AMTS system relies on systematic integration of multiple natural language processing (NLP) techniques, such as automatic speech recognition, speaker identification, and meeting summarization, which are traditionally developed separately and validated offline with standard datasets. In this demonstration, we provide a novel productive meeting tool named SmartMeeting, which enables users to automatically record, transcribe, summarize, and manage the information in an in-person meeting. SmartMeeting transcribes every word on the fly, enriches the transcript with speaker identification and voice separation, and extracts essential decisions and crucial insights automatically. In our demonstration, the audience can experience the great potential of the state-of-the-art NLP techniques in this real-life application.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Meetings are a common way for people to communicate, share ideas and reach a common general understanding about tasks and their progress. With the great effort involved for people to manually transcribe and extract crucial insights from meetings, automatic meeting transcription and summarization (AMTS) techniques have drawn great attention in the research community [2, 3, 9, 17]. However, limited work has focused on transferring the advanced AMTS techniques into real-life systems and applications.

In this demonstration, we work towards a practical AMTS system. We present a tool named SmartMeeting, which is designed to provide users with a powerful, easy-to-use productive meeting solution. SmartMeeting is a complete meeting system that empowers users to automatically record, transcribe, summarize, and manage the information in an in-person meeting. Through this demonstration, the users will have the ultimate opportunity to experience the mechanisms of how ASR, speaker identification, voice separation, and meeting summarization techniques can be seamlessly integrated with a vivid and interactive approach. We expect that it will show some insights on transferring advanced NLP techniques into real-life applications.

2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
An overview of the SmartMeeting system is shown in Fig. 1. We will discuss its three core components: Transcription by ASR, Transcript Enrichment, and Meeting Summarization.

Transcription by ASR The first step of SmartMeeting is to transcribe the speech recordings made by each participant’s devices into their corresponding text. Even though the end-to-end ASR models have drawn great attention in the research community, the hybrid ones with several distinct components - an AM, a PM, and an LM, still dominate the industry due to their modularization and robustness [15]. Hence, in SmartMeeting, we employ the widely-used hybrid ASR pipeline, and the final recognition result $w^*$ for a given acoustic input $a$ is defined as follows:

$$w^* = \arg \max_w (\log P_{AM}(w) + \lambda \log P_{LM}(a|w)),$$

where $P_{AM}$ is the score given by the AM, $P_{LM}$ is the score given by the AM, and $\lambda$ is a trade-off parameter. We build the AM using the Kaldi “Chain” model [7], and also trained a trigram LM. To further boost the performance, we also use a self-developed Learning-to-Rescore mechanism [10, 11], enhanced with BERT [1], to rescore the N-best list and select the best candidate.

Transcript Enrichment Meeting audio recordings are usually recorded from participants scattered around the same meeting room, resulting in similarly recognized transcripts in different qualities since participants may have different hardware devices, and distances from the microphones. Therefore, the system has to take into account each speaker’s recordings while generating transcripts.

Figure 1: System Overview of SmartMeeting
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and summaries. The transcript enrichment in SmartMeeting mainly includes four steps: 1) voiceprint-based speakers diarization for each transcript, 2) speaker labeling for each separated utterance, 3) quality evaluation for each utterance, and 4) context selection and merging, and finally the redundant transcripts from different devices/sources are processed into a high-quality transcript. We use a CNN with a self multi-head attention, similar to [8], for voice separation and speaker identification to do the segmentation and clustering based on the speakers’ voiceprints.

**Meeting Summarization** Due to recent advancements in neural networks, DNN-based summarization models have also dominated this area and achieved promising performance [12, 14, 16]. However, these DNN-based summarization models usually assume the availability of large-scale training data, which is hardly possible in our scenario since labeling real-life data is costly and requires great human labor. In SmartMeeting, we propose a novel weakly supervised pre-training mechanism named WSNeuSummary to alleviate the above-mentioned problem. As shown in Fig. 2, WSNeuSummary works in a two-step strategy: pre-training using weak supervision and fine-tuning with limited labeled instances. Specifically, WSNeuSummary 1) adopts an unsupervised summarization model [6] to generate a large volume of weak labels, 2) pre-trains an abstraction summarization model using the weakly-labeled data, and 3) fine-tunes the pre-trained abstraction summarization model with limited human-annotated data. The abstraction summarization model in SmartMeeting is a straightforward transformer-based network [15], which also incorporates BERT [1] to encode the transcripts into hidden representations.

3 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

**Character Error Rate** We examine the effectiveness of SmartMeeting’s transcription in terms of CER, and the results are listed in Fig. 3a. CER [4] is the ultimate metric to evaluate the performance of an ASR system for character-based languages such as Chinese, and the lower the value the better the system performance. From the results, we can see that the ASR performance is significantly affected by the number of attendees. With more attendees involved in a meeting, the quality of each recording significantly decreases since people are scattered around the meeting room.

**Speaker Attribution Accuracy** We also examine the accuracy of the speaker attribution, with the results shown in Fig. 3b. The accuracy decreases as the number of attendees increases. We also have the system to evaluate the quality of machine-generated summaries [5]. Generally speaking, the higher the ROUGE value, the better the quality of the summaries. The results show a gradual decline in performance with more meeting attendees involved, which is consistent with the general common understanding that more members result in a much more complicated meeting content.

4 DEMONSTRATION OVERVIEW

Fig. 4 gives a series of screenshots of the SmartMeeting application. **User Registration** If this is the first time a user uses the system, SmartMeeting will require the user to grant access to the microphone and also do the registration with his/her voiceprint and a user name. The voiceprint is used by SmartMeeting to identify each meeting participant and conduct voice separation.

**Meeting Management** Management functionalities include meeting creation, starting, joining, ending, and deletion. A coordinator creates or schedules each meeting with a meeting ID, and each attendee can join this meeting using the same ID (Fig. 4a). The coordinator has the right to start, end the meeting, and manage attendees, while each attendee can join and leave the meeting.

**Real-time Transcription** After the meeting starts, the recording and transcription happen in the background. As shown in Fig. 4b, each user can view the real-time transcripts, enriched by speaker identification and voice separation. Each utterance, separated from the transcripts, is also labeled with the user name of the speaker. The users can easily verify or correct the text if needed. The transcripts are stored only on the user’s device for privacy concerns.

**Meeting Summarization** Each user can view and edit the summarization after a meeting. The summarization identifies tasks and classifies insights. The users can easily edit or correct the text and synchronize the summarization with all the attendees.

**Summarization Searching** SmartMeeting also supports the users to browse through and search across all the historical meeting highlights by keywords (Fig. 4c).
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